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Nimrod Israely

:מאת nisraely=biofeed.co.il@responder.co.il בשם Dr. Nimrod Israely 
<nisraely@biofeed.co.il>

:נשלח 06:28 2018אפריל  22ראשון יום
:אל Nimrod
:נושא The Flag of [Farmer] Economic Freedom

Dear Nimrod, 

  

Yesterday was Independence Day here in Israel.  

  

Flags are an important symbol of freedom in many countries, from the Prime Minister of India 
unfurling the flag at the Red Fort each Indian Independence Day to the American national 
anthem’s proclamation “that the flag was still there”. In the spirit of this occasion, I’d like to 
introduce you to the global Flag of Farmer Freedom: 

  

 

Ethiopia. Holding the Flag of Farmer Freedom 
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India. The Flag of Farmer Freedom (press for video) 

  

What a magnificent banner! What a powerful declaration farmers everywhere are making by 
flying the Flag of Farmer Freedom. With the Biofeed technology you are free from more than 
fruit flies, you are:  

 Free from fear of losing an entire working year and income  

 Free to make plans for your future and the future of your family 

 Free from using pesticides and spraying 

 Free of repeated labor that comes with spraying 

 Free of chemical residues 

 Free to keep the biological balance and environment in your orchards 

 Free of worries; what will happen if there will be an additional fruit fly? 

 Free to make plans as to the perfect timing of fruit picking 
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Senegal. The Flag of Farmer Freedom 

  

 For the first time ever you have power over forces that would damage your livelihood and 
even harm you. Now you decide when to harvest your crops, you choose whether to sell 
to the domestic or export market, and you earn the full benefit of the fruits of your labor! 

 You control the pests that threaten you, they do not control you.  

 You can plan your own future and have a much higher degree of assurance that your 
plans will come to fruition, at least as far as controlling the pests that attack your groves 
are concerned.  

  

This is genuine freedom! 
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Declaration of Independence - Inserting the Formulation bottle into the Flag of Farmer Freedom 

  

Like all movements of independence and freedom, Farmer Freedom occurs as farmers work 
together to make this freedom happen and wave the Flag of Farmer Freedom. Government 
leaders in India, Ethiopia, Togo, Senegal, Kenya and Israel support Farmer Freedom, and 
Farmers in these countries are joining the movement and waving the Flag! 

  

 

 Join other proud flag-waver - Farmer Freedom is good for everyone!  

  

The Flag of Farmer Freedom is not a national flag, only for farmers in one area or for one type of 
crop.  The Flag of Farmer Freedom may be flown by Farmers anywhere in the world, to declare 
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freedom from fruit flies that attack many types of crops - mangoes, citrus, bananas, apples, 
peaches, vines and other fruits and vegetables.  

  

 
  

Togo. The Flag of Farmer Freedom 

  

This independence does not come just once a year, but rather Farmers can enjoy the freedom 
and the benefits of the Flag of Farmer Freedom every day of the year. 

Happy Independence Day to Farmers everywhere and to everyone who works with or supports 
Farmers! 

  

It is thanks to your interest that I write those e-mails. So it would be honored if you share this mail with 
friends, where they can add themselves to my mailing list through Pressing Here.  You can always 
unsubscribe by pressing the link at the bottom of each mail. 

You are invited to Share, Like and Follow me on the following, where I update more often ...  LinkedIn/ 
Facebook / YouTube 

  

Regards, 
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 Nimrod 

  

  

P.S.  Protecting freedom requires constant alertness, which is why Biofeed stands ready to 
develop solutions against additional types of fruit flies as needed. Please stand at our side for 
Farmer Freedom! 

  

P.P.S. Farmers wave the Flag of Farmer Freedom proudly and confidently! It is a very special 
flag - you protect it and it protects you! 
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